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 NOTIFICATION 
 
 Sub: Admissions 2010-2011- Waiting-List-II of Candidates for admission to   M.A.   Sociology. 
 ....................................... 
 
The following is the Waiting-List-II of candidates, in order of merit, for admission to M.A. Sociology during the 
Academic year 2010-2011 against some vacant seats subject to their fulfilling the minimum qualifications for 
admission and other conditions given in the Prospectus for 2010-2011. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SNo           HT.No.      Name of the Candidate                     SNo           HT.No.       Name of the Candidate 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
General Category 
 
  27  43341013  SHRABANA DEB 
  28  38341014  RIDHI DAR 
  29  #  37341005  PRAVEEN R 

  30  12341081  Y ASHOK KUMAR 
  31  43341027  MARY ANN GEORGE 

 
Reserved Categories 
 
  10  *  12341047  JARADODDI KISHORE BABU 
  11  *  12341001  L UDAY KUMAR 
 12  *  12341038  PENKE PRATHEEP 
   
    6 **  40341056  ELIZABETH KHETOLI 
  7  **  40341028  ROHBI SANGTAM 
  8  **  41341001  ENGUHTREY N PYRTUH 
  9  **  32341008  MR LALHMINGMAWIA 
  10  **  40341050  ZUJANBENI M LOTHA 
  11  **  40341053  TOSHIZUNGLA M JAMIR 
 12  **  40341038  VIZOBOTO ZHOTSO 

 
  15  #  24341004  CHANDRASEKHARRAO M 
  16  #  35341028  SITARAM BEHERA 
  17  #  37341007  SUMAYYA BANU P 
  18  #  12341039  MEDABOINA PRUDVIRAJ 
  19  #  41341008  DISHANKA GOGOI 
  20  #  35341037  AJIT KUMAR LENKA 
  21  #  37341001  ABDU SAMAD T 
 22  #  24341001  RAVADA RAJESWARARAO 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Note: * = SC, ** = ST, # = OBC 
 
The above wait-listed candidates who desire to be considered for admission against the vacant seats, should report in 
person at 02.00 p.m. sharp on 09.08.2010 to the Deputy Registrar (Acad. & Exams), at the Admission Office,   O/o 
the Controller of Examinations, O/o the Controller of Examinations, University of Hyderabad Campus, Gachi 
Bowli, Hyderabad - 500 046. It is essential that the candidate should report in person and sign the attendance. The 
candidate who report in person and sign attendance will only be considered for vacancies available on this day and 
any further vacancies before the closure of the admissions. 
 
                                        NO PROXY WILL BE ALLOWED. 
 
 In case the admission is offered, the candidates will be required to complete the admission formalities on the same 
 day. At the time of admission, the candidates are required to submit all their original certificates, T.C. and the OBC 
 certificate in support of their claim as OBC together with attested copies of the same and pay an amount of Rs. 3270/- 
 (including Rs. 1000/- refundable deposit) for the first semester.  
 
The candidates may also note that classes were already started on 16 July, 2010 and the Department may not be 
 taking any responsibility about the syllabus already covered.  
 
As notified in the prospectus, the University cannot guaranty to provide hostel accommodation to all the students 
admitted to various courses. No student admitted to University can claim the Hostel seat as a matter of right. If hostel 
seat is allotted, the students have to pay the mess deposit and other charges of the hostel separately in addition to the 
tuition fee etc. as stated above. The details are available on the University's website. 
      
(For the benefit of OBC candidates, the prescribed format for OBC certificates is made available on the University's Website.) 
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